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15 January 2013

HON. JOSE A. NUftEZ, JR.
Chairman
DEI'ELOPTENT BANK OF THE PHILIPPIilES
Sen. Gil Puyat Avenue comer MakatiAvenue,
Makati City, P.O. Box 1996

Dear Chairman Nunez, ?2

We unite to formally reply to your letter dated 10 December 2O'l2,1rai.tt
issues which you raised for our clarification and/or consideration, particul
following: -

(a) ftesumption of liability d Directors and fficers;
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(b) Directors being agents of the bank and the fficers being sr#

P..)
(-)

agenE of the Directors;

Requirement of "Extraordinary Diligence" in the
9onduct of the Dutie,s of Dircctors and Officers

ln yorur letter you stated that while you agree with the jurisprudential meaning of
the term "exfiaordinary diligence' as used in Article 1733 of the Civil Code, and that
such definition should also be applied to Sections 19(b) and 21 of Republic Act (R.A.)
No. 10149 (the GOCC Govemance Act of 2011), you also 'wish to point out that
while the presumption of liabili$ with respect to common caniers is expressly
provkled for by law, there is no provision in the GCG Act or in any other law which
provides fbr presumption of liability on the part of members of the Board of Directors
or the officers in the event of loss or damage suffered by the Bank.' Your position is
that "the presumption of the liability has to be expressly provided by Iaw and can
never be implied.'

We agree with your position that cunently there is no statutory provision that
provides a presumption of liability on the part of members of he Governing Boards of
GOCCs covered by R.A. No. 10149.

The discussions in our lefter of 28 February 2012 was meant to convey the state
of afhirs now under R.A. No. 10149 and the Code of Corporate Governance for
GOCCs that in case of damage or loss caused to a GOCC, the burden of proof is still
with the party who alleges that such was caused due to the negligence, fraud or bad
faith of the members of the Goveming Board and the acting officers. But the burden
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that is now placed on the shoulders of those who allege such fault is now so much

lighter since both R.A. No. 10149 (and the Governance code) clearly mandates that

the Governing Board of every GOCC (and that Management is accountable to the

Board) under a regime that provides that as fiduciaries of the State, directors and

officers shall always act in the best interest of the Gocc, with utmost good faith in all
its dealings with the propedy and monies of the GOCC. The highest degree of care

required of directors and officers being that of "extraordinary" means that all that the
petitioner has to show is that damage or loss has been caused to the GOCC and by

ihe rule of evidence, the burden of proof now passes to the members of the

Governing Board and acting officers to show that they acted with "extraordinary

diligence."

Once damage or loss to the GOCC has been proven, then the logical question

would be, if indeed the Governing Board has exercised it duty of care with

extraordiniary diligence, why has such a damage or loss occurred. The only logical

presumption is either lo prove force maieure (a burden that is now placed on the part

of the doverning Board) or to show that they have exercised extraordinary diligence.

Remembering that the exercise of extraordinary diligence means under R.A. No.
.10149 to ",aliavs act in the best interest of the GOCC, with utmost qood faith in all ils_

deating witn the property and monies of the GOCC,"'?and that "Such degree of

diligence r

reqard for

You are correct in your position that there is no statutory rule that provides a

presumption that members of Governing Boards of Goccs have not exercised

extraordinary diligence in conducting the affairs of the GOCCs. However, once

damage or loss nis been proven to have been incurred by the GOCC, the burden.of

proof inat one has exercised extraordinary diligence passes to the members of the

boverning Boards who are accused of having caused the damage or loss-indeed,

the duty 6f care with extraordinary diligence is a very high standard set by the law

that it requires of members of the Governing Board'

ln this; connection, we wish to confirm that under the code of corporate

Governanc,e for GoCCs (GCG Memorandum No. 2012-07) that WaS approved by the

president in December, iOlZ, tne lr.rm "Extraordinary D1igence" has been defined as

follows:

"Extraordinary Diligence" refers to the measure of care and diligence

that must be exercised by the Directors and Offlcers in discharging their

functions, in conducting the business and dealing with the properties and

monies of GOCCs, which is deemed met when Directors and Officers act

using the utmost diligence of a very cautious person taking into serious

consideration all the prevailing circumstances and Material Facts' giving

due regard to the legiiimate inierests of all atfected Stakeholders 
4

Directors as Agents of the Bank and the Officers

You posited in your letter that there is "no agency relationship between the Bank

and the d rectors, and therefore, no sub-agency relationship exists between the

'z Sec 19, R A. No 10149, emphasis supplied.
3 Sec 21, R A No 10149, emphasls supp/ied
' Sec 1 , Code of Governance for GOCCS; emphasis supp,ed



drrectors and the offices of the bank" because there is "no provision in the GCG Act
which states that the provisions of the Civil Code on Agency shall apply in any

manner to GOCCs". We do not agree with this position.

(a) Directors and Officers Are Saddled with "Fiduciary Duties"

We presume that you will agree with us that Directors and Officers of GOCCs
and GFls occupy a fiduciary position relative to the company and its stockholders
(primarily rthe State). Thus, R.A. No. '10149 provides for the following fiduciary duties

of Directors and Officers:

. Section '19, which carries the litle "Fiducary Duties of the Board and

Officers," provides that members of the Board of Directors/Trustees
and the Officers of GOCCs "As fiduciaries of the State . . . have the
legal obligation and duty to always act in the best interest of the
rSOCC," which define the duties of diligence and loyalty;

. Section 19(a) provides that Directors and Officers shall "Act with

utmost and undivided loyalty to the GOCC," which defines the duty

of loyalty;

. Section 19(b) provides that Directors and Officers shall "Act with due

care, extraoidinary diligence, skill and good faith in the conduct of
the business of the GOCC," which defines the duty of diligence or

care;

. Section '19(c) provides that Directors and Officers shall "Avoid

r;onflict of interest and declare any interest they may have in any

particular matter before the Board," which defines the duty of loyalty;

o llection 19(d) provides that Directors and Officers shall "Apply

sound business principles to ensure the financial soundness of the

GOCC," which defines the duty of diligence or care;

. Section 20 defines the role of Directors and Officers in relation to

properties and monies that are due to the GOCCs as holding a
;' fruslee Relation to the Propedies, /nterests and Monies of the

GOCC;" and

o Section 21 provides that Directors and Officers "must exercise

extraordinary diligence in the conduct of the business and in dealing

with the properties of the GOCC[; s]uch degree of diligence requires

using the utmost diligence of [a] very cautious person with due,

regaid fot all the circumstances," which reiterates the duty of

cliligence or care.

The imposition of ,,duties" on Directors and officers, as distinguished from
,,obligations", means that the same arise from a relationship with the party or parties

to whom such duties are owed to. Therefore, R.A. No. '10'149, in defining the "duties"

of Directors and Officers, recognizes a fiduciary relationship with two distinct parties:

the GOCC itself, and the State as the primary stockholder of the GOCC.

Under the law, the basis of fiduciary duties of a person can arise either from an

"Agency" position with respect to the principal (the GOCC)' or from a "Trustee"

poaition wilh respect to the entrustor and the beneficiary (the State).



ln order to properly address the issues you raise, we will discuss the nature of
such relationships separately.

(b) Basis of the Fiduciary Relationship with the GOCC ltself

You state in your letter that "We respectfully posit the view that no such agency
relationship exists between the Bank and the directors." lf that were true, lhen What

ls the /egal basls of the fiduciary relationship of the Governing Board to the GOCC?

Firstly, the established jurisprudence under the Corporation Code of the

Philippiness is that the Board of Directors/Trustees constitutes the agency by which

the corporiation functions and operates in the commercial world.

To illustrate, in AF Realty Dev., lnc. v. Dieselman Freight Seruices, /nc.,6 the

Supreme ,Court held that "Just as a natural person may authorize another to do

certain acts in his behalf, so may the board of directors of a corporation validly

delegate some of its functions to individual officers or agents appointed by it. Thus,

contiacts or acts of a corporation must be made either by the board of directors or by

a corporate agent duly authorized by the board. Absent such valid

delegaiion,rauthorLation, the rule is that the declarations of an individual director

relating to the affairs of the corporation, but not in the course of, or connected with,

the pe-rfonnance of authorized duties of such director, are held not binding on the

corporation."'

ln ABS-CBN Broadcasting Corp v. Courl of Appeals,u the Supreme Court has

characterized the power of the Board of Directors as follows:

Under the Corporation Code, unless otheMise provided by said Code'

corporate powers, such as the power to enter into contracts, are exercised by the

uoard of Directors. However' the Board may delegate such powers to either an

executivecommitteeorofflcialsorcontractedmanagersThedelegation'except
for the executive committee, must be for specific purposes The delegation to

oficersmakesthelatteragentsofthecorporation;accordingly,thegeneralrules
OfagencyaStothebindingeffectsoftheiractswouldapply'Forsuchofficersto
be dlemed fully clothed by the corporation to exercise a power of the Board' the

letter must specially authorize them to do so "

Secondly, to consider Governing Boards not being the primary Agency of the-

Chartered GOCC deRes the very granl under their charters of all corporate powers of

the GOCC in the Governing Boards, or in the case of Nonchartered Goccs, defies

the very language under Section 23 of the corporation code which provides that all

.orporute p6*eis, all corporate properties and all corporate business is vested

directly in the Board of Directors/Trustees.

To gr,ant to a person, a committee, or a group the exercise of the powers and

prerogativers of the owner-principal is the classic definition and coverage of Agency:
;'By th1 conkact of agency a person binds himself to render some service or to do

something in representation or on behalf of another, with the consent or authority of

s Section 30 cf R.A No. 10149 provides that the Corporation Code applies supplelorily to covered GOCCS: "The provisions of
'The corporation code ol the Phllippines' and the provis'ons o[ the charlers o( the relevant Gocc' insofar as they are not

inconsislent with the provisions of this Act, shall apply suppletorily to GOCCS.^
u 373 scRA 385 (2002)
, lbid, at p. 3'9 iTeiteraled n Manila Metat Containet Coe v PNB, 511 SCRA 444 (.2006); Cebu Maclan Menbers CenleL

tnc.v Tsukahara,593 SCRA 172 (2OOg): Earalev Philippine Counlryside Rural Bank 625SCRA21 (2010);

'3ol scRA 572 (1999).

'lod, at p sg,t.



the latter."1o ls there any doubt that the Governing Boards of GOCCs always act in
representation and in behalf of the GOCCs, which by law have a separate juridical
personality?

Thirdty,lo propose that the members of the Governing Boards are not agents of
the GOCC would presume that they act in the world as their own principal, which
would mean that they become primarily liable for the contracts and legal relationships
and transactions they pursue in the name of the GOCC.

The business judgment rule under both Private Corporation Law and Public

Corporation Law provides that directors do not become personally liable for the

contracts and transactions they enter into in behalf of the company they represent.

The basis of this rule on non-personal liability is found in Agency Law which states
"The agent who acts as such is not personally liable to the party with whom he

contracts, unless he expressly binds himself or exceeds the limits of his authority
without giving such party sufficient notice of his powers.""

To posit therefore that when Governing Boards enter into contracts and

transactions on behalf of the GOCC, but not as agents of the GOCC, is to defy the

authority granted to them under their charters and/or under section 23 of the

corporation code. And if the Governing Boards directly, or through their authorized

repiesentative, enter into such contracts and transactions not as agents of the

GbCC, tnen what prevents the members of the Governing Boards from being

personally held liable for such contracts and transactions?

Finallv, il the proposition is that the Governing Boards exercise fiduciary duties

to the GOCCs, not as agents, but as trustee, then it does not make sense to enter

into contracts in the name of the Goccs. By definition, a "trustee" has been vested

with title to the properties under trust-insofar as the world is concerned he is the

naked or legal title holder of the properties under trust, and he exercises the

prerogatives of ownershiPs.

This is not a fair description of the position of Governing Boards vis-a-vis the

GOCC and the properties and business enterprise that it holds. Title to all assets and

properties are still in the name of the GOCC, and in fact all contracts, as well as all

iights obtained and obligations assumed pursuant to such contracts, are in the name

oitne COCC. ln a true trust relationship, titles to the properties under trust, and all

transactions pursued are in the name of the trustee who holds naked or legal title

thereto.

The legal acts of Boards of Directors/Trustees with respect to the Goccs, their

monies, properties and business enterprise, is by definition and by structure, done as

Primary Agents of the GOCCs - they act, contract, borrow, dispose of, sue or

defend suiis, expressly on behalf of and in the names of the GOCCs; they do not

purport to act on their own behalf, but in representation of the GOCCs. As has been

expressed in timeless fashion by the Supreme Court: "The underlying principle of the

contract of agency is to accomplish results by using the services of others - to do a
great variety of things like selling, buying, manufacturing, and transporting. lts
purpose is to extend the personality of the principal or the party for whom another
acts and from whom he or she derives the authority to act."'2

'o Articte t86€, Civil code ofthe Philippines

" Aaicle '1892, civitcode of the Philippines
12 Eurctech lndustial Technologies, lnc. v Cuizon,s21 SCRA 584, 592 \2007) Also Rallos v Felix Go Chan & Sors Reafy

Colp., 81 SCRA 25'1 119781; O.ient Ai Seryice & Holel Represenlalives v. Coutl of Appeals, 197 SCRA 645 (1991), Lltoniua, Jr



Therefore, since Officers also act and enter into contracts in the name of and in

behalf of the GOCCs, there is also no doubt that they occupy a position of agency
vis-a-vis the GOCCs they represent. we will go back to this point in the discussion
below.

(c) Easis of the Fiduciary Relationship with the State

ln orcter to complete the discussions, we now touch on the issue that if Directors

and Officers have been expressly denominated as "fiduciaries of the State," and that

since they do not enter into contracls and transactions in the name of the state (but

in behalf of the Goccs) lhen: what is the nature of the fiduciary relationship of
Directors ttnd Officers yls-a-yis the State? lt is our proposition that the nature of that

relationship is that of being trustees of the State as the primary stockholder of the

GOCCS.

For private stock corporations, under the "stockho/de r Theor!' it has been held

by the Supreme Court that the primary obligation of the Board of Directors of a

corporatiori is ,'to seek the maximum amount of profits for the corporation," and

characterized the Director's position as a "position of trust" and that in case a

Director's interests conflict with those of the corporation, he cannot sacrifice the latter

for that of his own advantage and benefit.'3 The Court also held in another case that

the fiduciary or trust relationship "is not a matter of statutory or technical law.. lt

springs from the fact that Directors have the control and guidance of corporate affairs

anO iroperty and hence of the property interests of the stockholders."'a Therefore, it

is the grani of the powers to the Board of Directors under Section 23 of the

Corpora-tion Code (oi in the appropriate provisions of. the charters for Chartered

OObCs) that necessarily brings about its liduciary obligations to the stockholders

who theietry have beneficial title or interest in the corporate enterprise'

(d)NatureoftheRelationshipoftheGoverningBoardandtheofficers

Contrarytotheimpressionexpressedinyourletterthat..nosub-agency
relationshilt exists between directors and officers of the Bank," we wish to draw your

attention ti: the following provisions of R.A. No. 1 0149 which clearly provides that

Om."rr of every corerel GOCC are sub-agents of the Governing Board by virtue of

their havinlg been appointed into office by the Governing Board, thus:

. Section 18 which provides that "The CEO or the highest-ranking

officer provided in the charters of the GOCCs, shall be elected

annually by the members of the Board from among its ranks [and
that suchl CEO shall be subject to the disciplinary powers of the

Uoard and may be removed by the Board for cause."

. Section 19(e) which provides that the Governing Boards shall "Elect

and/or employ only Officers who are fit and proper to hold such

office with due regard to the qualifications, competence, experience
and integrity."

v Etemit Corp ,490 SCRA 204 (2006): Doles y. Angeles, 492 SCRA 607 (2006); Eurotech lnclusttial Technologies, lnc. v

cuizon,521SC|?A 584 (2007): and Ph itex Mining cotp v. commissionet ol lnlernal Revenue,551 SCRA 428 (2008)
tt Primewh e Cemenl Cotp v.lntermediale Appellale Coun,220 SCRA 103, 110 (1993)
l{lbid, quoting hom Gokoogwe, v SEC, 89 SCRA 336 (1979)



. Section 22, enlitled "Power of the Board of DirectorslTrusfees to

Discipline, Remove Officers of GOCC," which provides that "the

Board shall have the authority to discipline the CEO, or order the
removal from office, upon majority vote of the members of the Board

who actually took part in the investigation and deliberation."

Since officers of Goccs do not act or enter into contracts for themselves nor

on behalf of their Governing Boards, but always on behalf of the GOCCs they

represent, there can be no doubt that officers assume an "agency position" vis-a-vis

the GOCC:s which they represent. But since they are not appointed to their position

by the principals (r.e., the GOCCs), nor is corporate powers vested in them directly

under Section 23 of the Corporation Code (or in the appropriate charter provisions of

chartered GOCCs), they cannot be deemed to be the primary agents of th-e Goccs.
ln fact, thore seems to be no doubt that the Governing Boards of Goccs are the

primary agents of the GOCCs represented

The officers of every GOCC, starting from the cEo down to the lowest officer

position, therefore come into an agency relationship with the GOCC pursuant to their

nomination/election or appointment by the Governing Boards. Officers lherefore

assume their fiduciaryoles as the appointees of the Governing Boards-they

therefore are the sub-igents of the Governing Board, exercising the powers given to

them by the Governing B oard. what is therefore the nature of the responsibility of the

Goveriing Board with respect to the Officers whom they appoint or elect into office?

Under applicable Agency Law, the rule is that "The agent may appoint a

substitute if the principai has not prohibited him from doing so; but he shall be

responsible for the acts of the substitute."''

A similar rule is found in section 19(d) of R.A. No. 10'149 that provides that

among the fiduciary duties of Gocc Governing Boards is to "Elect and/or employ

oniv 5m.,ro who are fit and proper to hold such office with due regard to the

qualifications, competence and integrity." lt is clear therefore, that Governing Boards

are fiduciary responsible for the acG of Officers who have been found to be without

frop"1. qrutiti..tions, or who lack competence and integrity, to have therefore caused

loss or darnage to the GOCC.

lmplementing rules for the responsibility of Governing Boards for the acts of

their Officers are now found in Article lll of the Governance Code, thus:

. lsection 5, which provides that "the Governing Board is primarily

responsible for the governance of the GOCC Consequently, it is the

Board and not Management' that is primarily accountable to the

State for the operation and performance of the GOCC'"

. l3ection 6, entitled "Board Duty to Properly Select and Provide

independent Check on Management," which provides in part that "it

is the duty of every Governing Board to ensure that they elect

and/or employ only Officers who are fit and proper to hold such

r>ffices with due regard to their qualifications, competence,
r:xperience and integrity. The Board is therefore obliged to provide

i:n independent check on Management."

't Article 189:1, Civrl code of lhe Philippines



. Section 7, entitled "Mandate and Responsibility for the GOCC's
Performance," which provides that "Although the day{o-day
management of the affairs of the GOCC may be with Management,
the Board is, however, responsible for providing policy directors,
mon ito ring a nd ove rsee i ng M a n age ment a ctio n."'u

Finally, Section '18 under Article lV (Management) of the Governance Code
provides that: "Management is responsible to the Board for implementing the

infraskucture for the GOCC's success;" and Section 19 (Management Primarily

Accountable to the Boardl provides that: "Management is primarily accountable to the

Board for the operations of the GOCC."

The irbove-quoted provisions of R.A. No. '10149 and the Code of Corporate

Governan<;e institutionalize the principle in Agency Law that an agent becomes

responsible and personally liable for the acts of the sub-agents it appoints.

These principles are not in conflict with the DBP Charter (1.e. Section 9f) which

provides thai the Board of Directors shall have the duty to appoint officers from the

iank of the Vice president and other more senior officer positions, excluding the

chairman and the vice chairman, since the Board is given the duty and discretion to

elect and/or employ only officers who are fit and proper to hold such offices

depending on their own evaluation of their qualifications, competence, experience

and integrity.

We apologize for the length of our reply, but we do So aS part of the role of the

GCG to 
"xpornd 

the tenets, principles and best practices constituting the reforms

that have been introduced into Philippine Public corporate Governance under the

aegis of the GOCC Governance Act of 2011 . we will be publishing this response^in

the-GCG rvebsite for the benefit of all prircipals and stakeholders within the Gocc
Sector who are affected by the same issues covered herein'

we trust that this response would kuly be helpful to the Board of Directors in

pursuing good corporate governance reforms within DBP'

Very trulY Yours,

Bv AurHontrv oF THE CoMMlssloN:

Chairman
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RAINIER B. BUTALID
Commissioner

cc: Executive Secretary PAQUITO N. OCHOA, JR
DOF Secretary CESAR v. PURlSlltlA
DBM Secretary FLORENCIO B. ABA0


